Forest Stewardship Workshop & Tour: Klausner Lumber One, LLC

March 31, 2015
9:00 am – 3:00 pm

Agenda:

9:00 am  Sign-in, meet & greet at Suwannee River State Park
9:30 am  Welcome, Introduction, Brian Cobble, Florida Forest Service and Chris Demers, UF/IFAS School of Forest Resources and Conservation

Team 1
9:45 am  Depart in vans/carpool to Klausner Lumber One Mill Tour

Team 2
9:45 am  Break into 2 groups for presentations

10:00 am  Presentation 1: Forest Management Considerations for Sawtimber Production, Brian Cobble; Suwannee County Forester

Presentation 2: Why Seedlings and Genetics Matter on Growing Sawtimber, Wayne Bell, International Forest Company

10:45  Break/ Rotate Teams (repeat above schedule)

11:30  Team 2 Lunch
12:00 pm  Team 1 Lunch

1:00  Team 1 presentation rotation, Team 2 depart for mill tour

3:00  Fill out evaluations, adjourn

Funding for Florida’s Forest Stewardship Program is provided by the USDA Forest Service through the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Service’s Florida Forest Service and the Florida Sustainable Forestry Initiative Implementation Committee.
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Questions about this or other Forest Stewardship Program activities can be directed to Chris Demers at (352) 846-2375 or by email at cdemers@ufl.edu. For more information and events see the UF Forest Stewardship web site at:

http://www.sfrc.ufl.edu/forest_stewardship
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Florida’s Forest Stewardship Program

Forest Stewardship is active management of forests and related resources to keep these lands in a productive and healthy condition for present and future generations, and to increase the economic, environmental and social benefits of these lands. Forest Stewards are landowners who manage their forestlands on a long-term basis by following a multiple resource management plan.

The Forest Stewardship Program addresses the improvement and maintenance of timber, wildlife, soil and water, recreation, aesthetics, as well as forage resources.

Eligibility

Private forest landowners with at least 20 acres of forest land and have a desire to manage their ownerships according to Stewardship principles can participate in the Forest Stewardship Program. Also, adjacent landowners, with similar management objectives, may combine their holdings to meet this acreage limitation.

Benefits to Landowners

- A customized management plan that is based on the landowner's objectives. The plan will include forest stand characteristics, property maps, management recommendations, and a five-year time line for future planning. This plan also serves as documentation of active management on the property that may help reduce tax liability.
- An opportunity for future public recognition as a certified "Forest Steward".
- Educational workshops, tours and a quarterly Stewardship newsletter developed and distributed by the University of Florida, IFAS Cooperative Extension Service.

Getting into the Program

Contact your local Florida Forest Service County Forester and tell them that you would like to have a Forest Stewardship Plan prepared for your property. More information and application here:

http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Florida-Forest-Service/For-Landowners/Programs/Forest-Stewardship-Program
Tree Farm Program

The American Tree Farm System® is a program of the American Forest Foundation and was founded in 1941 to promote the sustainable management of forests through education and outreach to family forest landowners. Nearly 26 million acres of privately owned forestland and 80,000 family forest landowners in 46 states are enrolled in this program and committed to excellence in forest stewardship. About half of all Tree Farms are located in the South.

Eligibility

Private forest landowners with at least 10 acres of forest land and have a desire to manage their ownerships according to sustainable forestry guidelines can participate in Tree Farm.

Benefits to Landowners

Tree Farmers are good stewards of their forestland committed to protecting watersheds and wildlife habitat and conserving soil. They manage their forestland for various reasons, including timber production, wildlife, recreation, aesthetics, and education/outreach. Tree Farmers receive many benefits:

- Representation on local, state, and federal issues affecting forestland owners.
- Exposure to a network of forestry professionals and landowners committed to sustainable forestry.
- Access to seminars, field days, and workshops to help manage their Tree Farm even better.
- Certification that meets international standards of sustainable forest management.
- Participation in local, state, regional, and national Outstanding Tree Farmer of the Year awards and recognition.

Getting into the Program

Contact your local Florida Forest Service County Forester and tell them that you would like to join the Tree Farm program. More information here:

http://www.floridaforest.org/tree_farm.php
Many landowners plant pines with the intention of harvesting them at some point in the future. When pulpwood markets are favorable, a complete stand harvest within 15 to 20 years is possible and may bring an acceptable return. However, longer rotations can bring higher financial returns on larger diameter trees if landowners are willing to begin thinning their pine stands when trees are 10 to 15 years old. Pine sawtimber, poles and/or plylogs are most often the forest products with the highest value and, if economic returns are a priority, the most desirable products to come out of a timber stand. Thinning is a partial tree harvest in an immature stand to maintain or accelerate diameter growth of the remaining trees. If it is done properly, thinning can bring substantially higher revenues when trees are harvested at 25 to 40 or more years of age. Trees will respond to thinning best if they are thinned before 16 or 17 years of age.

The increased diameter growth after thinning results from the greater availability of light, water, and nutrients to the remaining trees. Ideally, the best and biggest trees should be retained to assure the most rapid increase in timber value. For best results, thinning should favor the tallest, best-formed trees over those that are overtopped, crooked, forked, diseased or otherwise undesirable. Timberland owners who wish to harvest high-value sawtimber-, plylog- or pole-sized products at the end of the rotation should consider thinning a necessity. For the landowner, thinning can bring
1. increased return on investment from the sale of higher-value forest products;
2. periodic income from the multiple harvests that lead to those higher-value forest products;
3. improved access for equipment, people and wildlife;
4. a healthy, vigorous forest with less risk of insect infestation, destructive fire, and wind damage; and
5. enhanced wildlife habitat with increased herbaceous ground cover

Before describing specific methods of thinning, we will review the underlying concepts of stand density, crown position and forest health. These will dictate if, when, and how to thin.

**Stand Density**

Stand density describes how much a site is being used by trees and how much the trees are competing with each other for the site’s resources (water, light, nutrients, space). At high densities, the growth rates of individual trees slow down because there are more trees competing for the site’s limited resources. Trees are usually thinned to achieve a particular density target.

**Measures of Density**

**Trees per acre.** In single-species, even-aged stands of known age, site quality, and history, the number of trees per...
acre is a useful measure of stand density. Typical densities in plantations range from 200 to 800 trees per acre.

**Volume per acre.** Because many management objectives relate to wood volume, it is often used as a measure of density. Stand volume is generally expressed as cubic feet (solid wood), board feet, or cords per acre. A cord is 128 cubic feet of stacked roundwood (whole or split, with or without bark) containing wood and airspace; an example of a cord is a stacked pile of firewood 4 ft high x 4 ft wide x 8 ft long. Tons per acre is a weight measure that is derived from volume. Tons is the unit of measure most commonly used to buy or sell wood.

**Basal Area.** Basal area is a measure of stand density developed by foresters. It is the total cross-sectional area of tree stems in a stand, at breast height (4.5 feet above the ground), measured in square feet per acre. Basal area (BA) of a single tree in square feet is calculated using the formula:

\[ \text{BA} = 0.005454 \times d^2 \]

Where: \( d \) = diameter (inches) of the tree at breast height (often abbreviated as “DBH”).

**Tree Crown Position**

Thinning reduces stand density by targeting trees belonging to different tree crown classes. (Tree crown is composed of all the live branches of the tree.) Each tree class is described by the vertical crown position of its members relative to trees of lower or higher classes. Most planted pine stands have an even-aged structure, which means there is little or no difference in the age of the trees. However, as an even-aged stand grows, the trees compete for site resources and begin to differentiate in height and diameter. As the level of tree competition increases over time, individual tree growth slows down. This growth deceleration happens at different rates for different trees due to genetic, microsite and other differences. In the absence of thinning, the weakest and slowest-growing trees die and provide more room for larger and healthier neighbors. The variation in tree growth results in four distinct tree crown classes:

1. **Dominant trees:**
   - crowns extend above the main tree canopy layer
   - crowns receive full sunlight from above and the sides
   - crowns are large and well-developed
   - characterized by large diameters and exceptional tree vigor

2. **Codominant trees:**
   - crowns form the main canopy layer
   - receive sunlight from above but are restricted at the sides
   - have medium-sized crowns and diameters

3. **Intermediate trees:**
   - crowns reach only to the lower part of the main canopy
   - receive sunlight from above only partially, if at all
   - have small, crowded crowns and small diameters

4. **Overtopped (suppressed) trees:**
   - crowns are entirely below the main canopy
   - receive no direct sunlight
   - are usually the smallest trees with poorly developed crowns
   - show very low vigor

**Forest Health**

Forest health is the focus of forest management and the purpose of thinning. The primary purpose of thinning is to remove poorly performing trees and leave a healthy, vigorous stand. A healthy forest produces more tons of valuable timber per acre resulting in more tons of higher quality wood available to sell. The various insects and diseases that affect pine stands in the South have evolved to exploit unhealthy, stagnated, or damaged trees that are stressed. Healthy pine stands resist damage from insects, disease and wind. If done early in the pines’ development, thinning is an important tool to prevent problems with insects, diseases, or other stresses such as wildfire or strong winds.

**Fusiform Rust**

Fusiform rust is a native, fungus-caused disease that deforms and kills pines. Since the late 1950s, it has increased to epidemic proportions in slash and loblolly pine plantations throughout the South. This disease was first reported in the early 1900s and was neither widespread nor prevalent at that time. The spread of fusiform rust increased as the acreage of young, intensively managed pines increased across the South. The fungus causing fusiform rust is greatly favored in young, rapidly growing pine plantations of slash and loblolly pines, especially when established in high rust hazard areas and in close proximity to oaks, especially water oak, which are alternate hosts for the fungus. Oak abundance generally increases in areas where fire is absent. Most stems infected with fusiform rust disease should be removed in a thinning. Larger diameter stems with minor disease on branches can continue to have good growth rates and withstand high winds after thinning. If the stem infection rate of a stand exceeds 50%, the best option may be to clearcut and regenerate with genetically improved, rust-resistant pines. However, if there are at least 150–200 healthy, well-formed trees per acre, removing the diseased trees and retaining the healthy ones
is usually the best option. If there is an abundance of red oak species, especially water oak, in surrounding stands, they should be reduced if possible. A professional forester can help you make appropriate management decisions to minimize or deal with problems associated with fusiform rust. More information about this disease can be found at http://www.floridaforestservice.com/publications/fh_pdfs/fusiform_rust_of_pines.pdf.

**Southern Pine Beetle**

Southern pine beetles (SPB) are native, aggressive insects that live predominantly in the inner bark of pine trees. Trees attacked by SPB often have hundreds of light-colored, dime-sized resin masses (i.e., pitch tubes) on the outer tree bark. SPB feed on living bark tissues where they construct winding, S-shaped galleries on the inside of the bark, which can effectively girdle and kill a tree. In addition, SPB carry and introduce blue-stain fungi into trees. These fungi colonize the water-conducting tissue and can block water flow within the tree. Once SPB have successfully colonized a tree, the tree generally will not survive, regardless of control measures. An important way to prevent SPB infestations in pine stands is to maintain high tree vigor. This can be achieved by thinning dense stands to a basal area of 80 sq. ft. per acre or less to reinvigorate tree growth. More information about SPB and its control can be found at http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/IN333.

Cost-share assistance for thinning pine stands, prescribed fire and other treatments is available through the Florida Forest Service's Southern Pine Beetle Assistance and Prevention Program: http://www.floridaforestservice.com/forest_management/fh_insects_spb_prevention_program.html

**Annosum Root Rot**

Loblolly and slash pine are particularly susceptible to this disease, which may be scattered through a stand or occur in pockets of dying or dead trees. Trees generally yellow and lose needles as they die from this disease, although they may just turn red in a short period of time. Dead trees gradually fall over from a loss of root support. Wind-blown fungus spores from nearby infection centers generally enter a stand by landing on freshly cut stumps or wounds during the colder months of the year. The stump and subsequent root infections spread to adjacent trees through root contact. The disease is most prevalent on well-drained sandy soils with higher pH, such as those found on old agricultural fields. Prevention measures include prescribed burning during winter months before thinning to eliminate the spore-producing conks, thinning in high hazard areas during summer, and treating freshly cut stumps with borax immediately after thinning. More information about this disease is at: http://www.floridagov.com/landowner/pdf/fusiform_rust_of_pines.pdf

**When and How Much to Thin**

**Timing**

The first thinning should take place shortly after the crowns of the trees start to close (tree branches of neighboring trees begin to touch each other). This is when diameter growth will begin to decrease due to the trees' limited ability to capture sunlight, which is needed to produce the carbohydrates necessary for diameter and volume growth. An important indirect measure of a tree's ability to capture sunlight is live crown ratio. Live crown ratio is the percentage of a tree's height occupied by branches with green needles. In southern pines, optimum growth and vigor are maintained when the live crown makes up at least 40% of tree height (a live crown ratio of 40% or higher). Thinning is most beneficial for stand growth before the average live crown ratio falls below 40%.

Another factor that influences thinning decisions is the marketability of the removed trees. The first commercial thinning should remove pulpwood-size trees and perhaps some chip-and-saw-size trees, if they are poorly formed or diseased. Pulwood logs must be at least 10.5 feet long and 2–3 inches in diameter at the small end; some local markets require larger log sizes. To meet these minimum specifications, trees must be about 16 feet tall and have an average DBH of at least 5 inches before they are cut. It may be necessary to thin smaller trees if the average live crown ratio of the stand is below 40% and trees do not grow at least 5% in diameter per year. With the demand for woody biomass on the rise in some regions for energy production, these trees may have a market. Otherwise, “pre-commercially” thinned trees are usually left on the ground to decompose. In this case, thinning should be regarded as an investment in the quality of the stand for the future, when final harvest returns may justify the operation. See http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/fr243 for information on pre-commercial thinning loblolly pine.

**Thinning Intensity**

The number of trees to remove depends on the initial stand density, site quality, and management objectives. For timber objectives, a thinning should reduce stand density to a level that maximizes individual tree growth without sacrificing full utility of the site. Density and stocking should be approached from the quality of the residual stand first; and
second, the density of the residual stand. Depending on the site, the density and quality of the trees in the stand you are working with, and your management objectives, the residual basal area after the first thinning will usually fall between 45 to 85 square feet per acre of the very best trees capable of producing a higher-value product. These will be the healthiest, best-formed trees in the dominant and co-dominant crown classes. A suggested rule of thumb is to use basal area as a result, not a target. Basal area does not take into account the age of the stand, site productivity, and tree health and quality. Focus growth on the best trees in the stand and the basal area will follow.

Thinning, especially when followed by prescribed fire, can be great for wildlife habitat. Thinning allows more sunlight to reach the forest floor, encouraging the growth of herbaceous plants and shrubs, which provide food and cover for many upland wildlife species in the southeast. Subsequent thinnings and a prescribed fire regime during the rotation will promote an open tree canopy, diverse groundcover, and productive wildlife habitat. See http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/ww132 for more information on the effects of fire on wildlife habitat.

How to Thin
Most producers use a combination of thinning methods to reach economic and/or wildlife habitat objectives. No matter which thinning method you choose, avoid thinning during times of drought or extreme wet weather to prevent damage to the site, and take care not to damage residual trees during logging. When trees do become damaged (frequently, for instance, the “bumper” or “turning” trees at the ends of thinned rows suffer some damage), they should be removed at the end of the logging operation. Landowners are encouraged to consult with or hire a professional forester to assist with thinning and other forest management activities. See http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/fr125 for tips on selecting a consulting forester.

Combine Row and Selection Thinning
Although most discussions about thinning southern pines are about which rows to thin, the focus should be on what comes out of the remaining rows. Modern equipment, though large, is capable of taking out trees in the rows between cut rows, as in a 5th or 7th row thinning. Generally, the further apart the cut rows, the better. Think of the cut rows as access for the harvester to cut selected trees out of the remaining rows. It is best to remove trees based on selection thinning from fewer cut rows rather than taking out every 3rd or 4th row. The first thinning is the most important thinning and sets the growth rate for the rest of the rotation. Properly executed thinnings consistently produce higher valued products, and thus more revenue. In addition to revenue goals, thinning greatly enhances wildlife habitat by providing light needed for important food plants to grow. Removing every 3rd or 4th row is essentially clearcutting 33% or 25% of the stand without regard to quality, and leaves only 66% or 75% of the stand to select from. Unless there is excessive disease or extreme variability in density (see fusiform rust guidelines above), this should be avoided. Leaving the trees distributed over a larger portion of the stand can be much more profitable in the long term because you can select your best trees to grow into larger, more valuable products.

The premise for thinning is simply to take out the poor trees and leave the healthy crop trees for potential future harvest. Trees that are diseased, crooked, forked, suppressed or otherwise of poor quality or health should be removed in the first thinning. For best results, hire a professional forester to mark every thinning. If marking is not feasible for some reason, closely supervise each thinning, but especially the first, to ensure contractual guidelines are followed. Do not assume the logger or harvester operator will leave the trees most appropriate for the long-term health and productivity of the stand.

Conclusion
Thinning is an important silvicultural practice that redistributes the growth potential of the site to the best trees. Diameter growth rates are maintained or increased on residual trees after thinning, which increases the return on investment from higher-value trees. Biologically, thinning accelerates stand development by favoring the tallest, best-formed trees over those that are diseased, overtopped, crooked, forked, or otherwise undesirable and likely to die on their own if left in the stand long enough. In addition, thinning provides periodic income, improves access for equipment, recreation and hunting, and creates a generally healthier stand. Thinning is also beneficial for wildlife, especially when combined with prescribed fire or herbicide use to control competing vegetation. By allowing more light to reach the forest floor, thinning promotes growth of plants important as food and/or cover for wildlife species. Landowners are encouraged to consult with or hire a professional forester to assist with thinning and other forest management activities.
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Selecting pine planting stock – a decision that lasts a rotation

Availability of pine seedlings for reforestation has moved from a low cost, low genetic gain model to one where genetic gain is recognized as a key driver of value. There are many different options on where to secure planting stock. Landowners are urged to make informed decisions on planting stock selection. Their choices will influence the productivity and profitability of their land over the next rotation.

A key change in seedling markets today, is that the majority of seedlings are produced and marketed by stand-alone nurseries or biotech companies rather than as part of large vertically integrated forest product corporations. One result of this change is the highest gain genetics can now be made available for sale to independent landowners as well as large forest land management organizations.

Tree improvement of loblolly pine commenced just over 60 years ago. Through working with regional germplasm of loblolly pine significant improvement has been made in the growth and form of pine plantations as well as a reduction in the incidence of fusiform stem rust through the selection of trees with desirable characteristics. The first significant product that the tree improvement programs brought to the forest industry was a reliable source of improved pine seed produced in seed orchards. Naturally produced orchard seed is referred to as Open Pollinated (OP) because although we know the identity of the mother tree, the pollen source is unknown.

As recently as ten years ago it was very common to purchase seedlings of “Seed Orchard Mix” but as landowners began to recognize the value of enhancing the uniformity of plantations, most seed is now available as a family (that is seed with a single female parent). Unfortunately the exact genetic identity, and performance, of many seedlings is never fully disclosed to the landowner.

Each pine seedling produced from a family has a unique assortment of genes that will drive the expression of its physical appearance. Any stand of pine trees produced from open pollinated seed orchard seed will show diversity in the size, growth and appearance of the trees. Trees are like agricultural crops, when we have greater uniformity within a plantation, we can achieve greater productivity and harvesting efficiency. To illustrate this you can think of a stand of trees with a range of heights, as the plantation matures the larger trees shade the smaller ones eventually leading to suppressed growth or death. The dominant trees develop heavier branches and greater taper resulting in a broad range of stem sizes at harvest. Plantations that lack uniformity (due to inferior genetics or poor silviculture) will have reduced harvest value due to the competition induced mortality of suppressed trees. The uniformity of pine plantations can be enhanced by planting Controlled Mass Pollinated (CMP) seedlings and using the best possible silviculture before and after planting. CMP seedlings are produced by the controlled crossing of superior parents from the genetic improvement program. Parents of complementary traits are bred together so that these attributes can be expressed in the offspring. Because CMP seedlots are comprised of a single female and a single male parent the seedlings are full siblings and express greater uniformity in field growth. CMP crosses are specifically selected to provide faster growth, enhanced disease resistance, straighter stems and desirable branching characteristics that assure higher sawtimber value. CMP seed can reliably be generated in large quantities to supply seedlings that attend to the unique site and product needs of clients.
When selecting planting stock we have two major decision points:

- Bareroot or Containerized Planting Stock
- Open Pollinated or CMP Genetics

### Planting Stock Selection

Despite the loss of root mass, under ideal planting and growing conditions, very good survival can be achieved with bareroot seedlings. However, in drought years and in certain soil types survival of bareroot seedlings is typically lower than desirable. The most expensive activity in plantation forestry is replanting after establishment failure! Containerized seedlings can now be cost effectively protected against the attack of tip moth through the use of PTM pesticide. Most foresters would agree that the incremental cost of containerized planting stock is a worthwhile investment that yields significant benefits in plantation uniformity, survival and early growth. Containerized seedlings are recommended for most reforestations but especially for small landowners and where margins for error are small.

### Level of Genetic Gain

Genetically improved planting stock will significantly increase the productivity of the plantation. In the case of CMP seedlings the landowner is planting a cross developed under rigorous field testing. CMP crosses allow us to capture the highest level genetic gain from elite parent trees, and to deploy this gain directly into stands with superior and more uniform growth rates. It is recommended that landowners establish genetically improved seedlings in order to maximize financial returns from their forest plantation. Planting high genetic gain containerized seedlings allows landowners to reduce the initial number of seedlings planted per acre, while enhancing productivity and profitability of the forest plantation through increased sawtimber harvest.

### Site prep

Successful pine plantations start long before planting with excellent vegetation control and site preparation. Mechanical site prep can reduce the impact of negative factors in the site, such as the use of bedding for poor drainage and ripping of compacted soils. Genetically improved seedlings need the best possible silvicultural practices in order to deliver on their productive potential.

### Planting

The best laid plans can be derailed if problems occur in delivery and planting of seedlings. It is vitally important that seedlings are stored adequately in a cool place prior to planting. Do not allow stored seedlings to freeze as this can cause severe root damage. Allowing the boxes to overheat can rapidly result in seedling death. Every year thousands of pine seedlings are planted, already dead, because of preplant mishandling of planting stock. Follow the instructions provided by your seedling grower and insure that machine planters or hand planters are scheduled and ready to work, as soon as the seedlings are delivered.

Careful professional supervision of planting quality will avoid common problems that include J-rooting of bareroot seedlings and trees that are not planted deeply enough. After successful planting an appropriate spring release herbicide should be applied to control the growth of herbaceous weeds during the first growing season.

Investment in planting stock is often mistakenly seen as a place where cost savings can be made. In reality the investment in quality planting stock will allow the site to express its full productive potential. The selection of containerized high genetic gain planting stock has been shown to significantly increase the Net Present Value of the pine plantation.

This document was adapted from an article that was published in the TEXAS FORESTRY monthly, September 2011 page 13
Author contact: Nicholas Muir, Tree Improvement, International Forest Company. nmuir@internationalforest.co Tel: 409 384 0508
Improved Quality Pine Seedlings: What To Expect at Early Ages

Genetically improved seedlings have helped increase growth rates of forest tree species around the world. Some of the most sophisticated pine tree improvement programs are in the southeastern United States. Covering this region are three tree improvement cooperatives that have been working on genetically improving pine for over 50 years. About 14 million dollars are spent annually to breed, test, select, and produce improved loblolly and slash pine. The results have been impressive: every analysis shows that the returns on the investment of planting genetically improved loblolly and slash pine are very good (McKeand et al. 2007).

Today, more than 75 percent of the United States tree planting occurs in the southeastern United States, and more than 95 percent of the loblolly and slash pine seedlings planted are genetically improved. By 2000, 59 percent of all the loblolly pine plantations in the South were being planted with open-pollinated (OP) seedlings in single-family blocks (McKeand et al. 2006).

A “single family” is a group of seedlings produced from the seed of one specific, select individual (genotype) within a seed orchard. Family seed is sown separately in the nursery and planted separately in the field. In contrast, a seed orchard mix is a collection of cones from a number of individuals in a seed orchard. A seed orchard mix includes many OP families and so contains a greater degree of genetic variability than a single OP family does.

Although reduced genetic variation is of some concern for OP family plantings, there have been no reported problems associated with single-family plantings, as long as the seedlings are planted in the correct climatic zones (Schmidtling 2001). Stands established from an OP single family tend to be more uniform than stands from a seed orchard mix.

Today, about 800 million loblolly pine seedlings are planted every year in the southern United States, and most of those seedlings are open-pollinated. The genetic improvement level of loblolly pine has risen considerably, with the standard being either 1.5 generation (i.e. first-generation orchard thinned down to only the best genetically superior stock) or second-generation seedlings (Rousseau 2010). However, we have begun to see more third-generation or third-cycle seedlings being offered. In addition to the typical open-pollinated seedlings, we have also begun to see the emergence of full-sib and varietal pine seedlings.

Full-sib seedlings are the result of crossing two highly select individuals, which takes advantage of the known genetic quality of both parents. Full-sib seedlings were previously used only for research, as they were too expensive and time-consuming to produce in great quantities. However, today full-sib seedlings are being produced through an operational scale process known as mass control pollination (MCP) (Figure 1). MCP production is still expensive, so seedlings cost about $120 to $140 per 1,000; OP seedlings cost about $50 to $75 per 1,000.
Varietal pine is the top genetic level of pine tree improvement today. The term varietal was given to the development of pine clones (Rousseau 2010). Varietal pine seedlings are produced through either hedging or somatic embryogenesis. Hedging is a simple technique where young seedlings are cut back to produce numerous growing tips that are harvested and propagated into seedlings. Somatic embryogenesis is a technique where an embryo is removed from the seed and placed into a system that allows it to multiply. These embryos are grown on a specialized media to form seedlings that are identical copies of the original. In this process it is possible to place the resulting embryos in liquid nitrogen (cryopreservation) until the genetic testing is complete. Although these techniques are expensive, they do provide the grower with the highest quality genetic material available. Seedlings produced with this method cost about $435 per thousand.

No matter what type of improved pine you use, you should understand how that pine will perform on the planting site. At first, seed orchard mixtures were used to provide a sort of genetic buffer to the variety of sites being planted across the South. Later, with more information about how seedlings perform on different types of sites, single-family plantings became the norm. However, each year more acreage is planted to MCP and varietal seedlings. Before planting, landowners should be fully aware of how these advanced genetic seedlings perform in their general area in order to realize the genetic potential.

With this understanding Mississippi State University Department of Forestry examined differences among selected open-pollinated second-generation seedlings, a selected MCP family, and varietal loblolly pine seedlings.

**Comparison of Loblolly Pine Genetic Types**

**Test Establishment**

The test site is located on the Mississippi Agriculture and Forestry Experiment Station located in north Mississippi near Holly Springs. The soil is a combination of a Loring silt loam and a Cahaba-Providence complex. The test site was primarily in bermudagrass, as it was previously used for cattle grazing and hay production. Site preparation included a sub-soiling in March of 2007 to a depth of 14 inches on 12-foot intervals and a March 2007 glyphosate banded treatment directly over the sub-soiled rows. The test was hand-planted in April 2007 at a spacing of 12 by 9 feet (i.e. 403 trees per acre). At the time of planting a single 20mg SilvaShield tablet was placed directly into the planting hole to control pine tip moth. In May 2008 the test received a broadcast application of Oustar.

The three types of planting stock included a single MeadWestvaco select second-generation OP family, a single MeadWestvaco select MCP family, and ArborGen Varietals. The seedlings of both the open-pollinated and MCP families were 1-0 bareroot stock, while the varietals were containerized stock. The MeadWestvaco second-generation OP and MCP families were selected based on their known performance in southwest Tennessee. The varietal plots were a mixture of 57 different varieties, making it difficult to directly compare the performance of any single variety to the second-generation OP and MCP plots. The field design is a randomized complete block where the seedlings of the 3 genetic types were planted in 100 tree blocks across the site and replicated 6 times. Thus, 600 trees of each type of planting stock were measured and evaluated through the 2010 growing season.
Early Results of the Three Genetic Types
Test survival was 93 percent at the end of the first growing season. Survival was certainly good, but the heavy bermudagrass competition and the drought played a major role in seedling mortality. The varietal seedlings had the lowest age-one survival, at 87 percent. This was probably because at planting, they had smaller root systems than stock of the second-generation and MCP seedlings. By age four, test survival was 92 percent. There were no major trends in survival differences among the three genetic types at age four. The slight change in test survival between age one and four suggests that proper site preparation and weed control is critical to plantation success.

Total height was measured each winter to determine early-age performance and later correlate that to more mature performance. Following the first growing season, there was very little difference among the three genetic types (Table 1). This lack of differences may have been because the trees struggled to compete for water during a very dry growing season. By age two, the MCP seedlings were the tallest, at 5.4 feet, followed by the second-generation open-pollinated seedlings and the varietal seedlings. At age three the MCP seedlings were still the tallest, at 10.4 feet, followed by the second-generation open-pollinated seedlings and the varietal seedlings, at 9.6 feet. The MCP seedlings remain the tallest at age four at 15.8 feet. The second-generation open-pollinated seedlings were 1.1 feet shorter at 14.7 feet, and the varietal seedlings were 1.6 feet shorter at 14.2 feet. Diameter at breast height (DBH) also followed the same trend as seen in total height, where the MCP seedlings were the largest at ages three (2 inches) and four (3.5 inches) (Table 1).

On average, trees grew about 3 feet between age one and two, about 4.5 feet between age two and three, and more than 5 feet between age three and four. As expected, height growth followed the same pattern as total height. MCP seedlings grew most rapidly.

As expected, MCP seedlings performed better than second-generation OP seedlings. The MCP material was genetically better, and the results show its superiority at least through age four. The test did not include a single highly selected variety, which would have made a more valid comparison to the other two genetic types. However, 57 individual varietals were used because it would be difficult to impossible to select the one varietal best for northern Mississippi sites.

The varietal seedlings ranged from 11 to 17 ft. tall. This variation was expected. Varietal 329 was one of the three tallest varieties from age two to age four. Although varietal 228 was not among the tallest varietal at age two, it was the tallest varietal at ages three and four (Table 3). Varietal 228 was 1.2 ft. taller than the MCP seedlings. However, the DBH of 228 averaged 3.1, making it smaller than the average DBH of the MCP seedlings, which was 3.5 inches (Table 2).

Table 1. Average total height and dbh of the three genetic types from age 1 to age 4 tested on the MAFES site near Holly Springs, MS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genetic Type</th>
<th>Total Height (ft)</th>
<th>DBH (in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age 1</td>
<td>Age 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single 2nd-Gen. OP</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varietal</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of total height between the MCP type and selected varietal types from age two to age four on the MAFES site near Holly Springs, MS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genetic Type</th>
<th>Total Height (ft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 3 Varietal</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Varietal</td>
<td>6.3 (329)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup> Number within the parentheses represents the specific varietal number of the top performer
Conclusion and Management Implications

This specific MCP family easily outperformed the second-generation OP family, with faster growth through age four. The MCP family performed as well as the top-performing varieties. However, landowners must recognize the fact that this is only one test and that it may not apply to their property. In addition, form and wood characteristic traits are extremely important to the sawtimber market. To date, these traits have yet to be adequately measured but will be included as the test ages.
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Why Container Seedlings?

Container grown pine seedlings first came into commercial use in the Southeastern USA in the 1980’s, primarily focusing on longleaf pine. Today 95% of all longleaf pine, over 190 million are planted yearly as container stock, as well as 66 million loblolly, 4 million slash, and 2 million shortleaf pines.

Containerized seedlings are increasing in use for a number of reasons:

- Container seedlings provide high survival over a wide range of planting conditions
- Fall planting with containers is leading to substantial increases in growth.
- Changes in climate are increasing the frequency and intensity of droughts
- High survival is needed to effectively deploy high-valued genetic selections

Container nurseries permit efficient use of high-value genetics through high seed conversion and more certain survival of deployed elite genetic selections. As genetics get more valuable and the number of trees planted per acre is reduced to maximize sawtimber production, uniform survival becomes highly important to foresters and landowners.

Container seedlings do cost more to produce than bareroot seedlings. Longleaf container costs are two times more expensive than bareroot. Prices will vary with genetic quality. Container seedlings are also more bulky than bareroot and usually cost more for transporting. However, additional cost considerations become small when less trees per acre are planted with container seedlings due to the high assurance of survival. As recently reported in Forest Landowner Magazine’s cost report, with the appropriate adjustments in initial trees per acre planted, regenerating with container seedlings can cost less per acre to plant than bareroot.

All container seedlings are currently either grown in plastic or Styrofoam containers. Seedlings are extracted from containers with their root system intact and packaged in wax coated boxes.

Depth of containers or root plug length is often discussed and some preference is shown. Although, there has never been any scientific study that has shown root plug length affects survival as long as the volume of the root plug is 5.5 cubic inches or greater. Typically root volumes range from 5.5 to 7.44 cubic inches. Root lengths are typically from 3.5 inches to 6 inches in length. Longleaf pine is particularly sensitive to planting depth and the plug should be at ground level to 1 inch above ground in soft soils.
to prevent survival issues. Shortleaf should be planted at ground level due to the ability to re-sprout. Loblolly and slash can be planted as deep as needed.

Container seedlings can be hand planted or machine planted. The uniform shape of container seedlings root systems makes planting much more simple and the chance of J-rooting is virtually eliminated. Container seedlings can be planted with standard planting tools such as dibbles and hoedads or with special designed tools that match the root system for the container plug size.

Container seedlings can be planted 9-10 months of the year as long as there is adequate ground moisture. In recent years due to extreme drought conditions, container stock has been used as fall interplant stock to bring stocking up to acceptable levels in marginal stocked bareroot plantings. Typically, most planting occurs from mid-September through late April. Container seedlings planted in the September through November period usually exhibit increased growth and maximum survival over bareroot dormant season plantings.

In recent planting seasons, container seedlings have shown marked improvements in survival over bareroot seedling on several tracts in various states. Container seedlings carry 100% of their roots to the field and transplant shock is minimized under difficult weather conditions like has been experienced in recent years. Recent climate change predictions suggest the trend in more frequent extremes in weather conditions will continue and may even become more challenging.
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